
 

 
 
SAINT PAUL, Minn., May, 2024 
 
Rhode Island Energy, a subsidiary of PPL Corporation, has selected MyMeter for AMI near real-
time meter data presentment and usage alerts.  The system is planned to go live in early 2025 
and will offer usage information to their nearly 800,000 electric and gas customers. 
 
MyMeter is considered by many to be the best-in-class meter data presentment engine for 
delivering actionable value to consumers of energy and water.  Customers will have multiple 
options on how they can manage their data, such as the ability to create alerts based on 
different energy consumption criteria that they would like notification on. Because key 
considerations for these customer insights are both accuracy and speed, Rhode Island Energy’s 
network is designed to provide reliable, accurate, secure, and prompt data.  
 
Another avenue for customers to monitor their usage data will be through Green Button 
Connect (“GBC”), which is available to customers through MyMeter via the web or mobile 
devices. In this way, the customer can authorize the use of their energy data to provide demand 
reduction awareness and notifications to avoid high-cost hours of consumption. 
 
Using this information, customers can effectively monitor the effect on their bill of various 
changes in usage and have more control over their energy cost by seeing exactly how changes in 
their homes and businesses impact overall usage. 
 
About Rhode Island Energy 
Rhode Island Energy provides essential energy services to over 770,000 customers across Rhode 
Island through the delivery of electricity or natural gas. Rhode Island Energy’s team of 1,300 
employees is dedicated to helping Rhode Island customers and communities thrive, while 
supporting the transition to a cleaner energy future. Rhode Island Energy is part of the PPL 
Corporation (NYSE: PPL) family of companies addressing energy challenges head-on by building 
smarter, more resilient, and more dynamic power grids and advancing sustainable energy 
solutions. For more information visit www.RIEnergy.com.  
 
About MyMeter 
MyMeter, a fully hosted software solution, is the consumer engagement portal for 108 electric, 
water and gas utilities across North America offering a complete suite of self-service functions 
from rate analysis and comparison, to outage and leak notifications and full-service bill pay. 
MyMeter is a product of Accelerated Innovations, LLC. 
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